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We show that atomistic first-principles calculations based on real-time propagation within time-dependent
density functional theory are capable of accurately describing electronic stopping of light projectile atoms in
metal hosts over a wide range of projectile velocities. In particular, we employ a plane-wave pseudopotential
scheme to solve time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations for representative systems of H and He projectiles in
crystalline aluminum. This approach to simulate non-adiabatic electron-ion interaction provides an accurate
framework that allows for quantitative comparison with experiment without introducing ad-hoc parameters such
as effective charges, or assumptions about the dielectric function. Our work clearly shows that this atomistic
first-principles description of electronic stopping is able to disentangle contributions due to tightly bound semi-
core electrons and geometric aspects of the stopping geometry (channeling vs. off-channeling) in a wide range
of projectile velocities.
PACS numbers: 61.80.-x, 34.20.-b, 34.50.Bw
I. INTRODUCTION
A fast particle (referred to as ‘projectile’ in the follow-
ing) entering into a target material (‘host’) produces effects
on a wide range of length and time scales. For fast projec-
tiles, the dominant phenomenon at initial stages is stopping
due to interactions with electrons of the host (electronic stop-
ping), which is the main topic of this article. Later stages in-
volve secondary knocked atoms, track formation and melting,
as well as long-term irreversible effects on the material that
are jointly referred to as radiation damage.1–4 Understand-
ing those interactions is highly important for fusion and fis-
sion applications,5 high-energy density physics,6 medicine,7
as well as nuclear safety.8
On average, the stopping power of a material for a given
type of projectile is characterized by the projectile’s velocity.
Conceptually, the stopping phenomenon is divided into two
categories depending on the type of excitation produced: (i)
At low projectile velocities the dominant effect is the nuclear
stopping that mainly has the effect of displacing the host’s
nuclei which causes lattice excitations; (ii) at high projectile
velocities nuclei do not have enough time to react and absorb
energy or momentum; instead, electronic excitations are by far
more important, thus becoming the main channel for energy
dissipation of the projectile. At even higher velocities also the
response time of electrons is limited, and thus there exists a
maximum also in the electronic stopping curve.
While nuclear stopping can be understood in a classical
picture of lattice vibrations and displaced atoms (as typi-
cally handled by molecular dynamics or collision models),9,10
electronic stopping presents additional challenges due to its
quantum mechanical nature. A fully atomistic first-principles
framework for the calculation of electronic stopping is de-
sirable as it enables quantitative investigations of complex
materials, compounds of arbitrary stoichiometry and geome-
try (such as thin films, alloys, superlattices, nanostructures),
different phases (liquids, halotropes) and densities, and ul-
timately by-design materials. Such systematic capability of
first-principles simulations would allow studying scenarios
that cannot be captured by empirical-based approaches typ-
ically used nowadays.11,12
Ever since the phenomenon of electronic stopping was
discovered, a number of approximations and models were
conceived: the classical Coulomb scattering formulas of
Rutherford,13 Thomson,14 and Darwin,15 the quantum-
oscillator strength formula by Bethe,16–18 electron gas models
by Fermi and Teller,19 and the general linear-response treat-
ment by Lindhard (see Refs. 20–22 and references therein).
Non-perturbative calculations (necessary to model e.g. the
Barkas effect23 and the Z1-oscillations) of the electronic stop-
ping in the uniform electron gas started in the 1980’s by
Echenique et al.24 with the advent of explicit electronic orbital
methods25 and their time-dependent counterparts.26 However,
those still require ad-hoc assumptions and separate theories
regarding the charge state of the projectile or the number
of participating host electrons that take part in the stopping
process.27 For a historical review of theoretical approaches to
electronic stopping see Ref. 28.
In the past few decades, both rapidly advancing supercom-
puters and modern electronic-structure methods made it pos-
sible to calculate key parameters of analytical models directly
from first principles. Parameter-free models go significantly
beyond effective theories as they provide detailed information
about dependencies on projectile direction and initial condi-
tions, specific effects of defects, non-adiabatic forces,29,30 and
electron-hole or plasmon excitation. A fully atomistic first-
principles calculation of electronic stopping for a wide range
of projectile velocities and especially around the maximum of
the electronic stopping curve, however, has remained elusive.
Only recently, the possibility of quantitatively describing the
interaction of projectile atoms with the electronic and ionic
system of the host material entirely within first-principles cal-
culations has come within reach.30–37 These recent advances
for realistic materials rely on non-perturbative time-dependent
density functional theory (TDDFT),26 and its implementation
in efficient electronic-structure codes.38,39
At this point, however, there are still many open questions
regarding, not only the physics of electronic stopping (e.g. re-
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lated to the number of explicitly “participating” host electrons,
degree of ionization of the projectile, impact geometry), but
also the numerics (e.g. convergence of basis sets and finite-
size effects) and their interplay. As discussed in the recent re-
view by Race et al.28 and by the authors themselves,30 existing
state-of-the-art first-principles calculations of electronic stop-
ping power still suffer convergence issues, some of which may
be responsible for discrepancies between calculations and ex-
perimental results.30,34 In addition, the physics of the stopping
process itself deserves further attention, and it is important to
take into account stopping geometry and identifying the par-
ticipating electronic states. For this reason, this work aims at
simulating directly and accurately the electronic stopping for
a wide range of projectile velocities (0 < v ≤ 8 atomic units,
at. u.). We address this issue in a systematic way by applying
our new large-scale implementation39,40 of real-time TDDFT
using a plane-wave basis to the case of light projectiles (hy-
drogen/proton, helium/α particle) in bulk aluminum. These
particular examples allow us to establish an essential set of
requirements, both numerically and theoretically, for a first-
principles calculation to reach experimental accuracy for the
entire range of projectile velocities. In particular, this allows
us to unravel the connection between off-channeling trajecto-
ries and contributions to electronic stopping from localized,
strongly bound semicore electrons. Further, we investigate
the interesting case of He, which is interesting because the He
projectile can assume several ionization states. We also ex-
plicitly discuss the influence of the charge state by studying
both H+ and He2+ projectiles.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: In Sec.
II we briefly outline the theoretical approach and discuss nu-
merical aspects. In Secs. III and IV we discuss the difference
in stopping for channeling and off-channeling hydrogen and
helium projectiles in aluminum, respectively, highlighting the
influence of semi-core electrons, as well as different initial
conditions (ion vs. neutral atom). These quantitative analyses
provide detailed insights into the complex physics related to
the charge state and bound states of the projectile atom as well
as the influence of the stopping geometry. Section V summa-
rizes and discusses future directions.
II. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
The method used to calculate electronic stopping in this
work follows that of Pruneda et al.34 and consists of a discrete













In Eq. (1) r is the spatial coordinate and t is time. Vs[n(t)](r)
describes electrostatic (Hartree) electron-electron interaction
and quantum-mechanical exchange-correlation (XC) poten-
tial for which we use the adiabatic local-density approxima-
tion (ALDA).43,44 The (time-dependent) potential acting on
the electrons, V̂ext, is given by the ionic system (including lo-
cal and non-local parts of the pseudopotentials) and its time-
dependence is that of the fast-moving projectile. Real-time
propagation requires the specification of an initial condition
for (i) the host nuclei (defined by the equilibrium structure
of the material) as well as position and velocity vector of the
projectile, and (ii) the electronic state (KS states and electron
density) that is obtained here through solving the ground state
(time-independent) KS equations for the initial atomic posi-
tions.
Regarding (ii), in this work we study two different initial
charge states of the projectile to investigate the dependence of
electronic stopping: In one case, we use an initial condition
that represents “neutral” (or screened) projectiles from the so-
lution of the static KS equations with the projectile included in
the external potential. In the other case we introduce an alter-
native approach to treat charged projectiles: the initial condi-
tion is set up by the ground-state solution of the KS equations
for the pristine host material without any projectile, later the
fully ionized atom (e.g. H+ or He2+) is added in the first step
of the time integration, producing a sudden change in the (ex-
ternal) potential. Note that in both cases we only control the
initial state and not the subsequent dynamics which is given
by the TD-KS equations. The initial state of a fully ionized
projectile might be more realistic for fast ions as it is closer
to the charge state after reaching the dynamical steady state
described in Ref. 45.
We have recently developed a general purpose TD-
KS explicit time-integration scheme for performing real-
time TDDFT and Ehrenfest molecular dynamics simula-
tions within a pseudopotential plane-wave framework and de-
scribed its implementation in detail in Ref. 39 based on the
QBOX code.46 Thanks to the ability of systematically con-
verging the plane-wave basis this overcomes basis-size, limi-
tations of earlier approaches.30 Additionally, our implementa-
tion scales very well up to large numbers of processors (excel-
lent scaling on up to 1 million computer cores40), allowing us
to consider large simulation cells and to study and eliminate
the finite-size error in the simulations.














which comprises of the electronic kinetic energy, the external
(electron-ion) potential V̂ext(t), the electron-electron interac-
tion Es[n(t)] (Hartree interaction and XC density-functional
approximation), and the configurational energy Vion-ion(t).
The external potential is handled in the pseudopotential ap-
proximation as it is customary in plane-wave schemes. E re-
ported here is the total energy Etotal(x) minus the kinetic en-
ergy of the ion(s), which converges toward the adiabatic en-
ergy in the limit of low atom velocity. Note that the terms that
are purely a function of ion coordinates do not contribute to
the definition of electronic stopping power because they are
(quasi)periodic in long trajectories. E(t) changes as a func-
tion of the projectile position x(t) while integrating the TD-




FIG. 1. Instantaneous electronic stopping (in EH/aB) from Eq. (3)
for hydrogen projectiles of different velocities in aluminum. Black
solid lines were obtained for a (30.62 × 30.62 × 30.62) a3B super cell
(256 atoms), red dotted lines for a (22.97 × 30.62 × 30.62) a3B super
cell (192 atoms), green dashed lines for a (30.62 × 22.97 × 22.97)
a3B super cell (144 atoms), and blue dashed lines for a (22.97 ×
22.97 × 22.97) a3B super cell (108 atoms). The region in between
the dotted vertical lines is used to extract the stopping. The inset
shows the projectile (small circle) in part of the super cell of alu-
minum atoms (big circles).
into the electronic system as it moves through the host. The
increase of E as a function of projectile displacement x allows
us to determine the instantaneous stopping power
S(x) = dE(x)/dx. (3)
S(x) has the dimension of a force (EH/aB) and can also be
understood as a “drag force” acting on the projectile. In
the supplemental material47 we show in detail that the plane-
wave cutoff energy of 50 Ry and the integration time step
∆t = 0.35 as (attoseconds) introduce only a very small error
of less than 10−2 EH/aB; and that the plane-wave basis used
here is fully converged even for large projectile velocities and
that computing the electronic stopping from Eq. (3) or directly
using the Hellman-Feynman force acting on the projectile are
equivalent as long as the convergence criteria are met.
A. Averaged vs. instantaneous electronic stopping:
Channeling geometry
Equation (3) defines the instantaneous electronic stopping
S(x) as a function of the projectile’s position in the host ma-
terial. In order to compare to experiment, it is necessary to
compute a meaningful ‘average’ value. Such an average has
both temporal and spatial character. In this work we propose
an averaging strategy by invoking two different stopping ge-
ometries: (i) channeling projectiles that travel through the host
without approaching the host atoms too closely ((also called
hyper-channeling if high-symmetry channels are used); in this
work we restrict the discussion to a [100] channel, cf. inset of
Fig. 1); and (ii) off-channeling projectiles which are approxi-
mated here by choosing a random (i.e. incommensurate with
the crystal’s symmetry) direction for the projectile to travel
through the host material. The stopping geometry is expected
to have a significant impact on the calculated electronic stop-
ping because the charge density in the close vicinity of host
atoms is larger and, hence, the interaction of the projectile
with this electronic charge density is expected to be stronger.
In Fig. 1 the instantaneous electronic stopping is shown for
different velocities of the hydrogen projectile in aluminum for
the channeling condition. For projectiles faster than 1.0 at. u.
the figure shows a “kink” in the beginning of the simulation
which we interpret as a transient produced by the initial sud-
den motion of the projectile. The amplitude of this kink de-
pends on the projectile velocity, but the spatial extent of the
kink in the cell does not, and is always restricted to x ≤ 5 aB.
In addition, it can also be seen that for large velocities (e.g.
v = 6.0 at. u. in Fig. 1) the stopping starts to deviate from
the steady behavior within the first supercell as soon as the
projectile re-enters the periodic image of the simulation cell.
These effects occur because the projectile effectively interacts
with non-equilibrium electrons on the same channel. This
deviation is stronger for faster projectiles and smaller super
cells. For this reason, re-entering on the same path should be
avoided and a large enough simulation cell needs to be used.
In the present work we use a simulation cell of 256 atoms (cu-
bic lattice constant of 4.05 Å) to compute converged results
for the electronic stopping which, at the same time, allows
using only the Γ point for sampling the Brillouin zone.
For computing the averaged electronic stopping we need
to exclude both the influence from the initial kink as well
as the effects of re-entering the simulation cell on the same
path. In addition, since we are interested in the electronic
stopping as an entirely non-adiabatic effect that cannot be cap-
tured within the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
we would need to subtract the oscillations of dE(x)/dx that
result from the periodic lattice (see Fig. 1) when averages are
not computed over entire lattice periods. Instead of comput-
ing these quantities in a separate Born-Oppenheimer (ground-
state) simulation we pursue a different route: we integrate
S(x) over several lattice periods indicated by the vertical dot-
ted lines in Fig. 1, and divide by the corresponding distance.
Since we are using entire lattice periods, the integral over the
same quantity in a Born-Oppenheimer simulation would yield
exactly zero, as all electrons remain in their ground state at all
times and points are equivalent.
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FIG. 2. In (a) the electronic total energy for a hydrogen projectile
on an off-channeling (random) trajectory in aluminum is shown for
v=0.1 at. u. (black), v=6.0 at. u. (red), and v=7.44 at. u. (blue). In (b)
the slopes of linear least-squares fits between x1=6 aB and a given
maximum position x is shown as a function of this maximum po-
sition. The “kink” between x=0 aB and x=6 aB [indicated by the
vertical dashed line in (a)] is omitted for the fitting. The vertical dot-
ted line indicates the (converged) average value that we used for the
discussion of electronic stopping.
B. Averaged vs. instantaneous electronic stopping:
Off-channeling geometry
In general, there are many different possible trajectories for
off-channeling projectiles. As discussed above, it can be ex-
pected that the instantaneous electronic stopping for the pro-
jectile very close to host atoms differs significantly from the
one for the projectile far from host atoms. There are vari-
ous possible ways to explore these conditions, for example,
by repeating and averaging simulations at different impact
parameters.37,48
In order to circumvent the computational cost associated
with carrying out calculations for a large number of trajecto-
ries and computing weighted averages from those, we propose
to compute instead one long trajectory (about ten times as long
as for channeling projectiles discussed above) for the projec-
tile moving through the host material in a random direction
(incommensurate with the crystal symmetry) at a given ve-
locity. This approach is more appealing than alternative off-
channeling strategies because: (i) one single (long) simulation
is, in principle, enough to sample all possible impact parame-
ters, (ii) different impact parameters are sampled with weights
that are geometrically correct, (iii) head-on or near-head-on
collisions are rather rare but important events that contribute
to the stopping accordingly. Even though the projectile trav-
eling on a random direction can approach host atoms very
closely, those will not be displaced since we keep the veloc-
ities of all atoms constant in our simulations (any remnant
ionic stopping contributions are removed this way). In other
words, we replace a geometric average by a time average that
can be performed in a single simulation run. Since the pro-
jectile does not re-enter the simulation cell on the same path
each time, re-entering does not influence the results as much
as we observed for the channeling projectile. We verified that
this approach is independent of the particular choice of the
random direction (as long as those are incommensurate with
respect to the lattice vectors) by comparing two different tra-
jectories.
We now address how to compute the average of the elec-
tronic stopping from the instantaneous stopping in the off-
channeling random case. The resulting curves for E are de-
picted in Fig. 2(a) and clearly show pronounced peaks (for
when the projectile is very close to a host atom) as well as
smoother parts. We note that in regions of low electron den-
sity (far from host atoms) the instantaneous stopping agrees
with that of the channeling conditions. However, when the
projectile passes a host atom at short distance we observe un-
symmetrical peaks and overall step-like contributions to the
stopping (with sudden increases of the slope). We then com-
pute average slopes of the curves for E in Fig. 2(a) by lin-
ear least-squares fits to the data starting at x=6 aB (the initial
“kink” is omitted for the fitting) and ending at a maximum
value x. In Fig. 2(b) we show the convergence of the running
average slope from the fit with respect to the maximum value
x. This plot shows the high level of accuracy that we can reach
by converging this average slope, which a posteriori justifies
our approach to simulate off-channeling trajectories.
C. Effect of semicore electrons and pseudopotential Radii
In order to reduce the computational effort, pseudopoten-
tials are used to describe the electron-ion interaction [Vext in
Eq. (1) and (2)]. The atom-centered pseudopotential takes the













The second term is non-zero inside each atomic sphere cen-
tered at each atom while the first term coincides with a local
Coulomb potential outside the sphere. In a pseudopotential
scheme such as the one used in this work, the pseudopoten-
tial spheres (defined by a cut-off radius when constructing
the pseudopotential) of the projectile and the host atom will
overlap when the projectile is very close to a host atom, for
instance in the off-channeling geometry. Since we are not in-
terested in the exact value of the energy during the close en-
counter but only the increase of E over time, this overlap is
not as serious as in the case of static total-energy calculations.
In this work we simply consider the event of sphere overlap
as part of the dynamics that is, although temporarily unreal-
istic, still acceptable in terms of connecting the initial state
(before the overlap) to a final state (after the overlap). We
confirmed that the influence of the sphere radius on the result
for electronic stopping is small by running test calculations
with pseudopotentials that we created for different sphere
radii. To this end, using the OPIUM code50 we prepared differ-
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ent Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials51 for
aluminum with 3 electrons (3s23p1) as well as 11 electrons
(2s22p63s23p1) in the valence shell (explicit in the supercell
calculation). This variety of pseudopotential choices allowed
us to systematically explore effects due to semicore electrons,
which we find crucial to obtaining accurate results for a wide
range of projectile velocities (as discussed below).
III. HYDROGEN AND PROTON PROJECTILE IN
ALUMINUM
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FIG. 3. Electronic stopping calculated as a function of the velocity of
a hydrogen projectile in aluminum. The solid blue curve represents
experimental results provided by the SRIM table.52 Dashed (black
and red) curves were computed treating the 3s23p1 electrons of alu-
minum as valence electrons. Solid (black, red, and green) curves
were computed including also the 2s22p6 electrons in the valence
shell. Black curves represent hyper-channeling and red curves corre-
spond to off-channeling projectiles. The solid green line corresponds
to the H+ charge state (proton) of the projectile.
In this work, we use the case of a hydrogen projectile in alu-
minum to systematically study the physics of electronic stop-
ping in this representative system, and also to address key nu-
merical aspects of the first-principles theoretical framework.
The comparison with perturbative theory is better justified for
the hydrogen projectile than for other projectiles; and the stop-
ping geometry as well as convergence aspects of the problem
can be characterized with more exhaustive detail. We com-
pare our results to the empirically-fitted SRIM results, as an
accurate summary and average of numerous experiments,11
as well as other experimental53 and theoretical works.22,30,54
Figure 3 shows our calculated results for channeling as well
as off-channeling projectiles in different charge states and for
different valence-electron configurations. We start by compar-
ing results for channeling projectiles to off-channeling ones
with only 3s23p1 electrons treated as valence states in the
aluminum pseudopotential. The corresponding black and red
dashed curves in Fig. 3 are very close to each other, show-
ing that the stopping geometry is practically irrelevant in this
case. While the agreement of both curves with the SRIM curve
is excellent for the linear part up to a velocity of ≈ 1 at. u., we
observe an increasing underestimation for faster projectiles,
i.e., past the maximum of electronic stopping.
Next, we compare channeling and off-channeling stopping
including also 2s22p6 electrons explicitly in the valence shell
of aluminum in addition to 3s23p1 electrons. Figure 3 clearly
shows that the result barely changes for channeling hydrogen
when these semicore electrons are treated explicitly as valence
electrons (solid black curve). However, as shown by the red
solid curve in this figure, the situation is vastly different for
off-channeling hydrogen: This case agrees well with others up
to a projectile velocity of ≈ 1 at. u., but the electronic stopping
is significantly higher for faster projectiles. This now closely
agrees with SRIM data over the entire velocity range of the
projectile.
These aspects point to two important results regarding the
physics of electronic stopping: (i) in order to reproduce ex-
perimental data for electronic stopping power over a wide
range of projectile velocities, it is not sufficient to consider
only channeling projectiles. This result is further corroborated
by experiments, performed under very controlled conditions
(mono-crystalline samples and specifically oriented setup), re-
porting that electronic stopping for channeling projectiles can
be smaller by a factor two or more.55 (ii) for stopping ge-
ometries where the projectile closely approaches the nuclei of
the host material (as in the off-channeling case studied in this
work), it is important to account for (semi-) core electrons of
the host material in the calculations. This means that not only
the outermost valence electrons participate in the stopping of
the projectile, but also those (semi-) core electrons contribute
significantly. Conversely, we also show that if the projectile
does not closely encounter nuclei on its trajectory through the
host material, only the valence electrons of the host are in-
volved in the stopping.
In addition, Fig. 3 shows a comparison of an initial con-
dition corresponding to the neutral hydrogen atom (red solid
curve) as well as the (positively charged) proton (green solid
curve). These two cases yield the same result for electronic
stopping, indicating that charge equilibration of the projectile
happens on very short time scales in metals, and this is con-
sistent with the fact that a hydrogen atom does not hold bound
states in aluminum.45
In order to understand the observed behavior in more de-
tail, we compare our first-principles results to analytical cal-
culations of electronic stopping within linear-response theory
based on the Lindhard dielectric function for a uniform elec-
tron gas of a given effective density.21 We evaluate the stop-
ping as S = 2Z21e
2/(πv2)× L(v,n), where L is the stopping
number, a double integral in frequency (energy) and wave
number (momentum) of the electron-energy loss function in










Although our TDDFT method goes beyond this linear ap-
proximation, the comparison in Fig. 4 is helpful for interpret-
ing our results. In order to investigate the influence of (semi-)
core electrons, different densities of the electron gas are as-
sumed, corresponding to 3, 9, and 11 valence electrons of
the host atoms. It is remarkable that, for projectile velocities
larger than 1.5 at. u., the analytical results assuming 3 valence
6
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FIG. 4. Electronic stopping calculated as a function of the velocity of
a hydrogen/proton projectile in aluminum. Solid curves were com-
puted for aluminum host material with 2s22p63s23p1 electrons in
the valence shell for channeling (black) and off-channeling (red) pro-
jectiles. Dashed curves are computed using the Lindhard dielectric
function for 3 valence electrons (black), 9 valence electrons (green),
and 11 valence electrons (blue) per aluminum atom. Finite-size er-
rors due to finite plasmon wavelength in the supercell are estimated
within the Lindhard model and indicated at the bottom of the fig-
ure. The inset shows the electronic stopping difference between the
curves with and without semi-core electrons for off-channeling pro-
jectiles.
electrons coincide with the curve that we computed for a chan-
neling projectile (cf. Fig. 4). This reaffirms that in the chan-
neling geometry only the outermost 3 valence electrons of
aluminum contribute to the electronic stopping, as discussed
above. However, we also point out that the two curves dis-
agree for low projectile velocities, which indicates that the
analytical Lindhard model is not able to capture all aspects of
electronic stopping even for the simple case of a channeling
trajectory. We would like to note that more sophisticated ap-
proaches, based on the dielectric response including the exact
many-body and dynamic exchange-correlation treatment for
low velocity projectiles, are available in the literature.56,57 In
the context of the present work, using current-density func-
tional theory58 is particularly promising for future extensions,
since the currents generated might be of significance.
For comparison, Figure 4 also shows that the stopping from
the linear response (assuming 9 and 11 valence electrons)
overestimates the stopping for a fast projectile. We trace this
observation back to the fact that the core electrons contribute
to electronic stopping only partially. However, the faster the
projectile, the closer those curves become, which indicates
that increasingly more core electrons play a role (at the same
time that linear response becomes a better approximation).
The characteristic velocity at which electrons in semicore
states start to play a role in off-channeling trajectories is de-
picted in the inset of Figure 4. In our calculations, the lower-
lying semicore electrons of aluminum are separated by about
66 eV from the lowest empty conduction states. The approxi-
mate minimum velocity required for a projectile to excite elec-
trons across this gap which is also compatible with conserva-
tion of total momentum is given by v∗ ≈ ∆/(2h̄kF). Using this
separation as an effective “band gap” (in a system with crys-
talline symmetry system the argument is only approximate),
the corresponding estimated onset for stopping coincides with
where the curve for channeling and off-channeling projectiles
start to deviate, around v∗ = 0.85 at. u. (cf. inset of Fig. 4), in
approximate agreement with the simulation result.
We also used the analytical model based on linear response
theory to estimate a possible finite-size error in our first-
principles calculations, because plasmons with wave lengths
longer than the simulation cell cannot be captured correctly
in super-cell simulations. In order to estimate this error,
we calculate the electronic stopping using the Lindhard for-
mula by cutting off the momentum integration in Eq. (5) at
a wave number that corresponds to the simulation cell size
(kcut ≃ π/L). The difference to the fully converged integral
is plotted in Fig. 4, and shows that finite-size error (for the
256-atom super cell used here) is negligible even for projec-
tile velocities well beyond the stopping curve maximum.
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FIG. 5. Electronic stopping of H (a) and He (b) projectiles in Al:
Solid (black and red) curves were computed including 2s22p6 elec-
trons in the valence shell. Black curves represent hyper-channeling
and red curves correspond to off-channeling projectiles. Dotted blue
results are calculated results from Ref. 30, dotted green are from Ref.
54, and dashed magenta curves represent experimental data (Ref. 53).
A larger ∆t of 0.69 as was used for the channeling trajectory of He in
Al.
Finally, in Fig. 5(a) we compare our results for channel-
ing as well as off-channeling projectiles to experimental53
and other theoretical30,54 results, finding very good agreement
with measurements.53 The experimental electronic stopping
is only slightly larger: the curve corresponding to the chan-
neling projectiles is within approximately 12 % (or better) of
the experimental result for velocities between 0.1 and 0.45
at. u., and the off-channeling curve is within approximately
6 % (or better) of the experimental values. For another re-
cent calculation of electronic stopping of hydrogen projectiles
in aluminum30 based on a similar framework, the agreement
with experiment is poorer in the same velocity range. More
importantly, Ref. 30 reports significantly smaller values for
the stopping for v > 0.6 at. u. when comparing their chan-
neling or their off-channeling trajectory to ours. This may
be attributed to the local-orbital basis and size effect limita-
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v n = 3 n = 2
channeling
1.0 at. u. 93.3 % 6.7 %
3.0 at. u. 95.0 % 5.0 %
off-channel
1.0 at. u. 87.3 % 12.7 %
3.0 at. u. 76.0 % 24.0 %
TABLE I. Stopping contributions due to the valence (n=3) as well as
semi-core (n=2) electrons, estimated from the time-dependent expec-
tation values for two different projectile velocities and for channeling
as well as off-channeling trajectories of H in Al.
tions as described therein. The work by Zeb et al.54 uses the
same framework as Ref. 30 to study a channeling projectile in
aluminum and their results are very close to ours in the low
velocity limit. However, we emphasize that our new curves
for an off-channeling projectile agree with experimental data
(SRIM curve) in the entire range of projectile velocities.
To provide further details of the participation of the semi-
core levels, we explore how the energy of the individual elec-
trons (rather than the total energy) varies due to the projectile
motion. This allows us to nominally disentangle the effect
of the passing projectile into different valence and semicore
electron contributions. We calculate the expectation value of
the instantaneous TDKS Hamiltonian on the TDKS orbitals,
and given that the different electronic states are well separated
in terms of their energy, we can at least identify three sepa-
rate bands corresponding to electrons with different valence
(n = 3) and semicore (n = 2) character. In the same way that
the sum of the expectation energy values is not the total en-
ergy of the system,39 the sum of the drifts of the individual
energies is not exactly the total energy drift (i.e. the electronic
stopping). However, the variation of a partial sum of eigenval-
ues yields a convenient way to assign the stopping partially to
different contributions.
The slopes of the sum of all the expectation values belong-
ing to one set of electrons of the same valence or semi-core
band are then analyzed in Table I. The main contribution for
the stopping is given by n = 3 valence electrons. However, at
large velocities, a considerable fraction is due to excitations
of semicore (n = 2) electrons for the off-channeling trajecto-
ries. The calculated fractions are consistent with the results
obtained from total stopping for the two different calculations
with and without semicore electrons.
IV. HELIUM ATOM AND α PARTICLE AS PROJECTILE
IN ALUMINUM
We now apply the framework that was discussed in the pre-
vious sections to the example of helium projectiles in alu-
minum (cf. Fig. 6). In test calculations we verified that the
results for channeling projectiles again agree well for slow
projectiles but underestimate the experimentally measured re-
sults for high projectile velocities (as in the case of the proton
described before). Figure 6 shows that off-channeling projec-
tiles in both charge states investigated here (neutral helium as
well as alpha particles) experience the same electronic stop-
ping. As can be seen in the same figure, our results also agree
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FIG. 6. Electronic stopping calculated as a function of the velocity of
a helium (solid red)/He2+ (solid green) projectile in aluminum under
off-channeling conditions. The solid blue curve represents experi-
mental results provided by the SRIM table.59 The solid black curve
is computed for a Lindhard dielectric function for 3 valence electrons
per aluminum atom and a Z1 = 2 projectile.
quite well with SRIM data.59 Comparing these results to Fig. 3
shows that the electronic stopping of helium projectiles at low
velocity is more than twice as large as for hydrogen projec-
tiles (but not four times as expected by the linear response
theory for Z = 2). We also confirm for helium projectiles
that both semicore electrons and off-channeling trajectories
are necessary to explain experimental results with this TDDFT
approach.
In a recent experimental work53 a change in the slope of
the electronic stopping curve [see the dashed magenta curve
in Fig. 5(b)] was observed, and this was interpreted as charge
exchange processes between projectile and host. In a recent
theoretical work54 the authors did not find this feature for the
stopping curve for their channeling projectiles, and they sug-
gested that different impact parameters may be necessary to
reproduce this feature. In our calculations, we did not ob-
serve this feature neither for the channeling nor off-channeling
stopping curve. But, as in the case of hydrogen in aluminum,
we find the electronic stopping of channeling projectiles to be
smaller than the one for off-channeling ones. The apparent
discrepancy might be reconciled if, due to some self-selection
process, the relative importance of channeling trajectories is
larger than that of off-channeling ones at low velocities in the
experimental setup; which would be an effect that still can not
be resolved in the length scale of our simulations. We note
that the experimental data in Ref. 53 originates indeed from
different experiments, and we suggest that those may corre-
spond to different channeling geometries. Further experimen-
tal and theoretical work is necessary to clarify this point.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we establish a systematic framework for com-
puting the electronic stopping power from the detailed atom-
istic description using first-principles Ehrenfest dynamics
simulations based on real-time time-dependent density func-
tional theory. These results are without any a priori assump-
8
tion regarding the host environment (electron density, effec-
tive number of valence electrons, or dielectric function), or
about the dynamic state of the projectile (ionization or charge
state), and in general without any perturbative treatment. Our
highly-scalable implementation of the fully first-principles
approach39,40 proves to be sufficiently efficient to allow sim-
ulations in large supercells (thousands of electrons) so that
finite size effects are negligible, and it is also quantitatively
accurate as demonstrated for the representative case of bulk
aluminum for which detailed experimental data is available.
Our calculations show that off-channeling trajectories need
to be taken into account to reproduce experimental results.
This dependence on the trajectory arises from contributions to
the electronic stopping due to strongly bound semi-core elec-
trons in aluminum atoms, and we proposed taking the geo-
metrical/position average by setting the projectile direction to
be incommensurate with the crystal lattice vectors. We found
that semicore electrons are particularly important for fast pro-
jectiles in the representative case of aluminum considered in
this work. A large fraction of the semicore electrons partic-
ipate in the off-channeling stopping, but not for channeling
projectiles. Our results indicate great promise in applying the
first-principles methodology for investigating important prob-
lems in materials under particle radiation, such as for under-
standing the role atomistic defects play in electron-ion energy
transfer.
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